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From The

Historian

LOH was in full bloom.  They had activities every month.

Some of the events were Craft Day/Cookie Exchange; Shopping Day at
Walkers, Scavenger Hunt, had cookies and drinks at an official LOH
checkpoint of the Poker Run, Steak Fry with bike games and Campouts.
The event of the year was Glider Rides during August with 22 members
participating.

Meanwhile, the group as a whole was very active in all of

the runs.  There were 21 bikes to the Vancouver Teddy Bear run; 10 bikes
to the very cold and rainy Abate Toy Run and 52 went to the Albany AMO
Toy Run.  There were a lot of organized weekend trips to Klamath Falls
and the coast as well as several campouts a year.  The Salem Abate Toy run
was a parade to the Oregon State Hospital for delivery of toys to the
McKenzie Hall kids.  This was one of my holiday favorites, however, the
new director of the hospital closed this activity down due to possible
liability problems after only three years.

D.J. ‘s Swap Meet was a favorite for the group. It was

a day ride with the ending point being Portland for music, 50/50 drawings
and of course the fun of swapping parts and picking up a new trinket.

The Newsletter ran a monthly contest on who could find

the most errors in that particular edition.  The winner got a column in the
next issue for personal advertisement.  The Salem HOG “Safety Tips” was
sent as an insert three times a year.  This insert contained riding style of the
Salem HOG group as well as the hand signals.  Each newsletter had a write
up on each of the Friday Niters of the month giving destination as well as
number of participants and the leader’s name.

Terry talked the group into showing up and doing a display at

the World of Wheels show which was a great success including our first
place trophy for best display!

2nd Anniversary showed 72 members with a 100%

membership award from AMA.  We received Chapter award from the
Oregon 500 for longest distance as well as largest chapter. Springfield had
Grandparent’s Day Poker Run.  I loved this ride.   Anne Wagster won three
years in a row for grandparent with the most grandchildren!

This was the year a new group called the “Fifth Chapter” had

its’ first and only Poker Run.  The HOG group came out in great numbers
to support the fledgling chapter.  I was a member of that little group and
joined the Salem Hogs the next month.

The Tradition Lives on……. Jane Allen, Historian

1991
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Salem HOG Cheering Section
 

 
 
OVMA POKER RUN
 
Looks like about 100 people showed up on this
beautiful day.  We left the Speakeasy and headed for
Turner & Aumsville with some very nice scenery on
the way. Wound up in Stayton at the Bottle Factory,
where we visited for awhile. Then we had another
scenic tour ending at the Red Barn in Lyons.  Next
stop was the Wooden Nickel in Sublimity, where we
had another nice visit with everyone, then on to
Silverton, where we stopped at the Wooden Nickel.
The members of the OVMA there had a large
banner that everyone signed. It is to be sent to a gal
that is stationed in Gitma Bay. I bet she will be thrilled
with it, as it had a lot of really heartfelt messages on
it.  Hopped on our Iron Ponies again and headed for
the home stretch—which was at the Macleay Inn—
actually it was in the back of it, all ropped off & with
porta potties even. The also had a BBQ set up out
there and cooked HOG STEAKS and chips for $4.00,
also had hot dogs, beer and pop. The owners of
Macleay went to a lot of work to set this up, and it
was very organized. The picnic tables even had
covers over them to ward off the sun & that was
great.

Door prizes were many—Louie won a leather vest
(that fit me ).  I won a t-shirt  and a little model car.
Louie got the car and we will share the t-shirt ( too
small for him-too big for me) but that’s ok it is one
that I don’t have.  One of the big prizes and I do
mean BIG was a  BIG STUFFED MARINE—one of
the OVMA guys won it.  Another really neat prize was
a large mirror that someone had etched or painted 
POW/MIA and it was very nice. Louise won that.
Between Louise and the new guy Jerry Howe they
won the most.  Also Jerry won the 50/50 which was
$225.00
Everyone seemed to be having a great time, and the
food was all very tasty.   A lot of people went to a lot
of work for this run and it showed.

Good Job OVMA and Macleay Owners—and a Great
Ride.
 
Marlene Schroeder

FREE SOULS ROAD RALLY
 
We checked in at the Free Souls Club House about
10:30.  This was to be a timed event & no-one had any
idea on the time involved, so it was mostly chance on
who came the closest for 1st,2nd & 3rd. place.
First stop was at Nobles Tavern, next stop the
Speakeasy.  Well in order to keep peace in the family
we had to go to a pot luck, so that we did for 3 hours,
then picked up the ride again & went on to Crabtree,
then on to Fenders Landing in Stayton. Last stop was
the Wooden Nickel in Silverton before heading back
to the Clubhouse.  It was a pretty good ride, even if we
did stop & start again.  There were about 40 bikers
there when we got back around 5:00 ish.

The hard part was just sitting around until 7:00 for the
door prizes, etc. They sold the door prize tickets,
$10.00 for the stretch of the arms—quite a few  tickets
that way.  We won some cleaning stuff, polish I think,
also a gift certificate for $50.00 off tattoo work. Since I
already have a tattoo & you know who doesn’t want
one, I traded it for a t-shirt from Liberty Bar & Grill—
yes I REALLY NEEDED ANOTHER T-SHIRT!!!   There
were quite a few real nice prizes, and they also had
snacks at the end.

All in all it was a good ride, just to long at the end.
 
Marlene Schroeder
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SQUEELIN’’ From The FEELIN’

POKER RUN

( My view from the pillion )
 
I know—I know—What’s a pillion ?
Wow over 200 bikers showed up at the State
Capitol !
Things started off with a bike on the ground—no I
won’t squeel on you—but that mirror in your
pocket was kind of odd looking.  All this time I
thought the mirrors belonged on the handlebars,
not the butt. Guess there is first for everything.

We all had a great ride, very interesting scenery
and windy roads.  We made an extra stop in
Willamina at a little market, and had the best cold
beef sandwich on a hoagie roll that I have ever
tasted. I was gripping because I just knew I
wouldn’t be able to chew that cold hard roll, but it
was really soft and delicious. Actually Peggy said
that we stopped to buy a roll of toilet paper!!!!!!!!!!

Bill decided to take a closer look at the ditch and
rode along the shoulder for awhile. Doc & Judi
and Louie and I all backed off—we couldn’t figure
out what the heck he was doing. Seems like da-
skull on his kickstand was scrapping on a really
tight corner and as he tried to right it, wound up
on the shoulder wobbling around.
Bill did a fantastic job of getting control of the bike
again. We knew all was well when Peggy started
flapping her arms around.  I understand a
Suburban ran into a couple on a bike—didn’t hear
to what extent the damage to the bikers or bike
was. Lousy Cagers!

At one of the stops we were talking to a Cowboy
Biker—you should have seen his bike—the air
cover had a canteen over it with a strap going to
the tanks, and the footboards had spurs. Very
interesting.  And that brings us back to the
pillion—which is a rear seat for a passenger to sit
on a horse or motorcycle, and now you know THE
REST OF THE STORY !!!

Many thanks to all of the Blue Knights who put
this ride together.  They did a fantastic job.   A
special thanks to Larry and Louise.
 
Marlene Schroeder



Squealin’ From the

Feelin’ Poker Ride

Members of the Salem Harley Owners Group turned out in
good numbers for the second annual “Squealin” From the
Feelin” poker-ride, which is sponsored by the Oregon II
chapter of the Blue Knights International Motorcycle Club.

The weather was warm and clear and many people said the
route was enjoyable. The ride was followed by a BBQ that
was put on by the Salem Elks.  Although the Blue Knights
did not have a live band, they did have a decent sound system
and a professional DJ. The dinner was followed by a raffle
that had many riders going home with some excellent prizes.
A set of leather saddle bags that were donated by Liberty
Leather in Veneta, a leather riding jacket donated by the Blue
Knights, a T-Bag  donated by Central Valley Cycle in Eugene
and a free night at the Yaquina Bay Inn, were but a few of the
many raffle prizes. The high hand winner walked away with
$100, the low hand paid $50 and the 50/50 Raffle saw the
winner walk away with $245. Not a bad day for those who
won big, but even those who did not win  said that they had a
lot of fun and they are looking forward to next year.

I don’t think that any of the Salem HOG members won any
big prizes this year, but several OVMA riders went home
with big smiles. I think that everyone had a great time,
however.

Larry
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Salem HOG showed up in large numbers at this event.
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Salem HOG Bowl 2004
Saturday - EVEL KNEVEL
SIGNING AT LATUS
 Boy what a hot ride up there, especially with
leathers. Must have been at least 100 people
hanging around waiting for Evel.  We got there about
12:00, so had a hot dog while waiting.  Evel finally
showed up about 1:00, so the line was REALLY 
LONG.

No charge for his autograph, but cash only for the t-
shirts & videos.  He autographed my vest & it looks
way cool!  Even a few Hells Angels from Alaska
showed up. There probably was more like 200
people in the end.

Riding home was worse than HOT—HOT SEAT—
HOT LEATHERS and HOT PAVEMENT. Oh well it
was a once in a lifetime thing, and I would rather die
of the heat than road rash, so it was worth it. Point of
interest— the flag outside Latus is over 1300 sq. ft.
That”s ONE BIG FLAG.
 
Marlene Schroeder

Evel Knevel just signed my HOG vest!

The bike that Knevel used on his last three jumps.

Dare devil, Evel Knevel, signs autographs.



LATUS SUMMER FUN RUN
Led by EVEL KNEVEL

We got to Latus Motors about 9:00 and just hung
around waiting for Evel to show up, which he did
about 10:00 riding in a black pick-up, probably a
Harley Ford.
There were about 800 people that signed up for the
run, so that means a lot of bikes. Many of them left
between 9:30-10:00.  Evel was kind of in the middle
of the ones already leaving and  the ones ready to
leave. He was riding a blue Harley (maybe softail).
We didn’t see him at all after he left.  The Police
blocked the main roads out in front, which was real
nice of them. Too bad the rest of the roads weren’t
blocked also.  The side roads were all jammed up
with cars that had to wait until the hundreds of bikes
went through.  What an awesome sight we made
with that many bikes in a row.

The route was I-205 to Parkplace, then on to Hwy
224, then on to hwy. 211 ——all in second gear ! 
Finally got on Hwy. 26 heading for Mt. Hood and
shifted into high gear—60-70 mph.  We arrived at 
Timberline Lodge with bikes lined up on the hill,
waiting to get in to park. The parking left a lot to be
desired!!!!!!!!  One gal dropped her bike before
leaving Latus, as she forgot to take the wheel lock
off. ( I sure know how that feels).  Another guy
dropped his as he got too close to the edge and into
the sand, another while waiting to park, and another
after leaving the Lodge—I heard that a car ran into
him.   As far as I know no-one was hurt on any of
them, but the bikes were dinged up here and there.

The buffet that the Lodge put on was fantastic—
chicken, potato salad, cole slaw, veggies, fruit etc.
also 2 different kinds of cake.  What a feast, and all
of the personell working at the Lodge were very
friendly and helpful——especially with us poor souls
that always get lost——we even lost Lyle along the
way, he did finally find us though and we rode back
with him and Ron.

There were only maybe six Salem HOG’s there,
guess everyone else was at Run 21.  All in all it was
a geat ride and fantastic food at the end.
Thanks to Latus Motors.

Marlene Schroeder
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MOTORCYCLE SAFETY - HOW TO KNOW IF
YOU ARE RIDING TOO FAST?
 
Chances are you know that feeling. One minute you’re
enjoying the scenery, in complete control of your bike and the
next you’ve lost control, even  if just for  a moment.  This
situation is more likely to happen if you are traveling too fast. 
Of course a Harley isn’t meant to be ridden at the suggested
speeds the good folks at DOT post for us on roads, but those
speeds are posted for good reason. What is too fast, you ask? 
Anything too fast for conditions that currently exist.  And as
we all know, conditions change all to quickly when riding a
motorcycle. According to the famous “Hurt Study,” a fatally
injured motorcyclist is 37 percent more likely to have been
speeding at the time of his demise.  (alcohol and speed are the
top two leading causes of MC accidents.) The following is a list
of items that can indicate to you if you are riding too fast:
 
Hitting a pothole, or rock or other object in the
road: This typically happens when following too close behind
the vehicle or bike in front. By the time you notice the obstacle,
it’s too late to react and avoid it. It’s a good idea to ride with
the “two second  rule” in mind. (Editors. note: It’s always best
to avoid riding behind any vehicle around which you cannot
see (semi’s, RV’s, car/trailer combos, Suburbans, long loads,
etc.)
 
Locking the rear brake:  A classic panic reaction. We’ve
all been there and there is no worse feeling. At the site of red
lights ahead, we instinctively brake. But braking too hard, too
fast will lock up one or both brakes. Instead, maintain a safe
speed and distance and brake g-e-n-t-l-y. Your heart and other
body parts will thank you. Trust me on this one!
 
Passenger gongs your helmet:  If you throttle on and
shift like a jackrabbit undoubtedly your passengers helmet will
make contact with yours. Not only are you accelerating and
shifting too rapidly, most likely you’re pissing off your
passenger, too. Take your time and transition smoothly
through  the gears. It will keep you from jerking, wheelie-ing
or losing control entirely.
 
Missing a turnoff: My first experience with missing a
turnoff,  in conjunction with locking up the rear brake is one I
never want to repeat. I needed a change of underwear after
that! If you miss your turnoff, chances are you’re traveling too
fast or not paying enough attention, or possibly both.  Don’t
panic and hit the brakes in hopes of making that turn. Pass it
by and turn around when safe to do so. (No illegal  U turns,
either.) What have you got to lose? A few seconds or minutes at
most. Your safety is certainly worth those few minutes of time.
 
Taking evasive action to avoid the car in front of
you: If you have to steer onto the shoulder or into another
lane to avoid the car braking (or stopping) in front of you,then
you definitely are traveling too fast. Slow down and pay
attention!
 

Hitting the brakes at turn entry: If you need to brake
while entering, or heaven forbid, while completing a turn, you
definitely are traveling too fast. We’ve all daydreamed and
completely missed the yellow-arrow sign warning us of a curve
or turn ahead. . Remember to look at least 10 seconds ahead of
your path of travel, scanning in three directions, and pay
attention to road signs. What’s around that corner may surprise
you and you need to be prepared for it.
 
Failing to use turn signals when passing:  Sure our
bikes are smaller, more maneuverable and accelerate more
rapidly than vehicles but we still need to communicate our
intentions. Activate turn signals at least two seconds prior to
lane change, turn or pass, even when riding “out in the middle
of nowhere with no one around.”
 
Total disregard for the double yellow lines: 
Sometimes done in connection with the above, “riding out in
the middle of nowhere with no one around.”  Sure enough,
when you least expect it, a policeman will be around to see
this.
 
Fuel mileage drops: I am a happy camper when my bike
gets 45 m.p.g. but I am even happier during those times I ride
slower and see 55 m.p.g.. Slow down and you’ll save on your
gas bill, maybe even avoid a traffic ticket. Who doesn’t like to
save money anyway?
 
Creating too big an arc in your turn:  If you find
yourself coming out of a turn or curve with too great  an arc
that takes you outside of your own lane, it’s very possible your
speed is too fast. When speed is too great and lean angle is too
little, undoubtedly you will end up beyond the boundaries of
your own lane. Oncoming traffic, obstacles in the road or on
the shoulder around the curve or turn are but a few of the
surprises you may encounter. Slow down and set up your turn
properly (remember: “high, low, high” in the lane when
turning).
 
Riding more aggressively with others:  Sure you want
to keep up with the rider in front of you or don’t want to get
left behind (or even lost) but leaving your most critical
judgement tool - speed selection - in someone else’s hands is
crazy. Use your best judgement and never ride beyond your
own comfort level. If you arrive five minutes after those in
front of you, who cares? At least you’ll arrive safely.
 
Next month: “Critters in the Road and How Best
to avoid Them” and “Proper Tire Pressure and
Good Brakes: A Riders Best Friends
 
Until then, ride safely and enjoy our beautiful Oregon summer
weather!
 
Louise Schuening
Safety Officer
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Wow, what can I say about Run 21... Hot! Hot!!
Hot!!! We stopped and had some grub before we left
town for a nice trip there. I could not wait to get there. A
few pit stops along the way and we made it there about
six minutes after they opened the gate. Wow, we could
pick almost any spot. There was only one huge tree for
shade and I think it was dead...but Tacey said it would
give us some shade but not until later in the day. I
never thought I would make it through.
    We started putting our tent up and awning when
Mark and Kathy showed up in their motorhome and put
their awning out next to ours and we finally had some
shade at last.
    Tacey pulled out a 500 gallon swimming pool as I
headed down the hill with Dan looking for the water
truck guy. They called this guy Rotten Roger, I now
know why...but he did drive up on the hill and give
us 150 gallons. That may sound like a lot but it only
gave us about 4-5 inches of water.  It gave us girls
enough to cover some parts of our legs. Trust me it
was loved and I will never forget what so little
water provided so much fun.
     While the other part of the group gave this guy
booze for his efforts, the girls cooled off. It was cold and
shocking at first but it felt so goooood. Then Rotten
Roger came over and said no more and off he went
until a few hours later he wanted something better then
a hug for the water he gave up. After being not nice,
Rotten like his name, Terry Q. told him it was time for
him to leave, so off he went about 50 feet into the next
group of ours and started saying we were mean. I
looked over and said not to feed him anymore booze,
they laughed and off he went again.
    We stayed in camp most of the time because it was
too hot to go walking around. I went back down the hill
just a few times over the weekend to check raffle tickets
and get some airflow riding on the bike, then right back
up to lay in the pool. We checked out the creek on the
far side of the field which was a few degrees cooler
over there but you’d get muddy climbing back up the
hill if you got wet down there, so we stayed on the side
and watched people for a bit.
     The music was not quite what they said it was
supposed to be but it was not horrible either. There
were lots of venders to look at with a good variety of
stuff. Lots of friends, and lots of laughs. So even though
we were hot and suffered, I hear people already talking
about next years trip.

Karla
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Salem Festival of Lights Parade Com-
ing Soon!
Planning is underway for the Salem Festival
of Lights Parade.  Theme this year is “Crys-
tal Fantasy”.  We are looking for designers
to create this crystal illusion.  Keep in
mind, we plan to use some of the props
from the float to help support next years
Salem Custom Car & Speed Show (more
affectionately known as World of Wheels).
Put on your thinking cap and sketch out a
design or build a mock up to show the Chap-
ter at the September meeting.  We have
many great wonderful creative brains out
there and we can surely shine on this one.
Chapter will pick a design concept or even a
combination of designs to build on.
Questions, contact Judy Barker at 503-
792-3032.

To Camp In or

Not to Camp In,

That is the

question?????
Chapter Campin’s are always fun, finding a good date and
location to hold them, that is another story.  With all the rides
and attractions coming up, we need to put our many heads
together to answer these questions.  Please bring all your ideas
for dates and locations to the next chapter meeting or drop us
an email so we can try to put this together.
For those who do not know what the Chapter Camp In is -  a
Camp In is . . . the ability to drop off your camping gear early
so it can be in place at the end location thus allowing you to
ride to the event!  Plus, always great food, (Evening meals and
breakfast paid for by the Chapter).  BYOB, bonfires where
possible, some crazy games, music, and lot of friends and fun.

Requirements for float entries
1. All entries must be illuminated, including

walkers and of course the bikes.
2. Float dimensions must not exceed 16 feet

wide, 13 ½ feet high, 70 feet in length
(Includes tow vehicles.)

3. Floats must be constructed prior to taking
assigned space in the staging area.

4. Good brakes are required.
5. Number of outwalkers is limited to 6 and

they must be illuminated.
6. A float can be self-propelled, a towed trailer

or a flatbed truck, suitably lighted and
decorated.  Tow vehicles must be illuminated
as well as the float.

7. Towing hitches are required in front and
back, easily accessible and of sufficient
length to tow the float at any time.

8. Each operation must have a valid drivers
license and be a competent operator.

9. Floats must have an escape exit for the
driver in case of emergency.

10. For maximum safety, all floats should be
designed to provide full exposure of the
drivers head with 180 degree vision to the
front and side of the float.

Have YOU had enough beer yet? NO,NO,NO!
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Happy Birthday Hoggers Rides, Rides ... Rides

August
22  ROSE CITY HOG POKER RUN  - This will be a ride
that we want all Salem HOG members to attend, PLEASE
MARK This Date On Your Calendar! Gladstone, Latus
Motors 8-10am$10, 350 Run pins, Live Rock Band,Great
Prizes,BBQ Lunch included, 95 miles long, FUN! Leave
Walker’s at 7:15 am group & a 8:30am. group, your pick.
27 - 29 SOUTHERN OREGON SUMMER, Wolf Creek Park,
I-5, Exit 76. Poker Run, bike show, games, vendors, pins to 1st
250, wet t-shirt, wienie bite. Camping only, Benefits ABATE. 
Mary Ann, 541-988-5779 or www.wvabateoforegon.com for
info.
27-29  ALL HARLEY DRAGS - Woodburn, Oregon.
www.ahdra.com
26 - 29  WASH. STATE HOG RALLY, poker run, bike show,
50/50, raffle, live music $50 Skagit Cty. Fairgrounds, Mt.
Vernon, WA. www.wastatehogrally.com or dthog@msn.com or
877-680-4062
27-29  RUN FOR THE WIND - M/C show at Chinook Winds
Casino, Lincoln City, OR. $10, benefits OVMA, poker run, bike
ball, live music, arm wrestling,  www.chinookwindscasino.com
28  NE Portland Poker Run (503)2855132.

September
05 Sunset HOG Poker Run , This will be another ride
we want to all Salem HOG members to attend. Beaverton,
Paradise H-D. Walker’s at 8:00am
11 One Night Stand Campout HUB City, Albany (541)451-
3940.
17-19 Oregon State HOG Rally, Bend, http://
www.orstatehogrally.com/

October
04 Road Maggots Poker Run, Hwy 99 & Hwy 128 Halsey
Tavern, 12 noon,$5/hand,  Ends Lebanon Starlight Tavern on
Main St.  Sue Miles Band should be playing that night.
02-03 Salem HOG Shaniko Ghost Town Run, Shaniko Hotel,
entire hotel is reserved for Salem HOG. $51 for one person,$$61
for 2, $81 for 4 persons, includes breakfast. Call your res. in
today (541) 489-3441.  Bring your own hors d oeuvres to share
and BYOB. Walkers at 10am. Louise leads ride.
17 Biker Night at the Bottle Factory, Stayton, Bring a can of
food and a toy. 7 pm, band at 9:00,http://home.earthlink.net/
~crowlady.
22 HUB City Biker Night Albany, (541) 451-3940.
23  Louise’s Halloween Party, (503) 585-5114, DJ, Karaoke,
Prime Rib, Raffle prizes, Casino Games and Lots of Fun! 
26  47th Annual Ballston Turkey Dinner, Ballston
Community Hall, 12 noon to 5pm. A great event and all
proceeds go to help the town economy.  Turkey, dressing,
mashed potatoes, grevey, green beans, coleslaw, rolls, and
relishes.  Adults $6.50, kids 1st - 12 $3.50, K and under free.

Next Chapter mtg Tuesday Sept 14th,

Serving Tacos by 6:30
 7 PM Salem Elks 2336 Turner Rd. 503-364-6839

Who is this young
man? He is now a
GOOD O’L SALEM
HOGGER!

Cole, Larry S.            18-Aug
Little, Dennis            21-Aug
Barker, Gene (Doc)            23-Aug
Jones, Duane “Fingers”        27-Aug
Pat Long                               27-Aug
Klinger, Ken (Lucky)           28-Aug

Neighbors, Marilys            1-Sep
Allen, Jane            2-Sep
Rollman, Teri L            2-Sep
VanDusseldorp, Lori            2-Sep
Hulsey, Patsy          24-Sep
Ashford, Michael          27-Sep
Churchill, William G.          29-Sep
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HOG SHOOT...

We had a BLAST!  We aren’t serious shooters, we
just came out to have fun, and that we did.  Five
stations that were all different, total of 50 rounds.
Followed up by a special roundabout series at the
high low station.  Shooters that didn’t have a sore
right shoulder were probably left handed.
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HOG SHOOT...& BBQ

Many thanks go to Kevin and Ken Harrison for setting up
and letting us use the ranch for the shoot and BBQ.  We
were all winners, what a fun time.
Terry
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POKER RUN RECAP MEETING
July 21, 2004

Attendees were: Kay and Terry Fristad, Terry and Sherry
Parks, Al and Candy Stiers, Rand and Brenda Williams,
Doc and Judy Barker, Jim and Nancy Mosley, and Bill
and Peggy Owsley.

This informal meeting was hosted by Terry and Sherry
Parks with a BBQ at their home.

Poker Run Recap was held to discuss the good, the
bad, and the ugly about this year’s annual event. Good
things were the smiling faces by those in attendance
and unexpected attendees, ones that came were ones
who we did not attend their events.

Checkpoints
Walker’s – Terry Parks suggested in the future we need
to be sure that the personal cars of those working the
checkpoint are parked out back to leave room for the
motorcycles and riders to park closer to the tables. Also
have Walker’s keep the gate open out back so there is
room to drive through. Judy suggested we have prices
in writing and posted so that everyone knows exactly
what the fees are.  Also need to remember not to take
checks, no exceptions. Young kids not to handle money.
One person should be delegated to make change and
the change needs to be in larger denominations.

Wilsonville:  Layout was provided by Patty Nichols
and really flows smoothly.  No changes needed there.

Silverton:  Rand, felt their site went well although he
suggested the game of high-low with a deck of cards
did not work well. Was too slow, and confused players.

Aumsville:  Bill recommended the entrance and exit of
a stop should not be the same.  When large groups came
in while others were trying to exit it creates a bottleneck.
The businesses in Aumsville (bar and gas station) were
thrilled.  Bill made an extra attempt to talk with each
the day before and then after the event to be sure they
were completely satisfied and no problems came up.
Also spoke with the local cop shop the morning of the
event to be sure the one on duty that day was aware of
the event and probable questions that might come in by

surrounding neighbors.

Jefferson:  Nancy Mosley stated that the store manager
where the stop was located wanted to be sure there was
no drinking in the parking lot by the attendees.  Noticed
that parking at times became erratic, recommended taping
off a section of the parking lot for the bikes to park to
separate them from the customers coming into the store.

End Point: Suggestions were that the prize table should
be up front by the stage, everything was spread out to far
apart. Wait to draw door prizes until all the second chance
tickets are given out and set a specific time when the prizes
will be posted. Al Stiers felt security went well but
recommended we have a sign up sheet just for security
like we do at the World of Wheels. He found that people
would come up front and work and be there forever with
no one to relieve them. Also need to remember to do a
cleanup crew list so that all the same people year after
year are not the ones having to clean up.  Radios would
be helpful for bike security.

General Suggestions:
1. Bike Contest needs to have a check off sheet for the

judges to go by rather than winging it with
obvious personal preferences.

2. Porta-Pots – need to review the count next year. Elks
Lodge was used a lot.

3. Tally Sheet – Need more than one person to do the
money count, 3 people were suggested.

4. Checkpoint leaders and the people laying out the
route need to be involved in the planning stages
together.

5. Pre-ride meeting for checkpoint people to do mock
demo tables.

6. Signs need to be posted at registration tables and at
each checkpoint to insure that attendees know
that if they lose their poker hand it is gone and
we will not start over.

7. Additional poker hands need to be a different color
than the first hand.

8. Business at each checkpoint need to be sent a letter
of appreciation for their participation at each
stop.

Meeting was adjourned at 8:30pm

Respectfully Submitted,
Peggy Owsley, Secretary
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August 2004 Board Meeting
Attendees:  Kay and Terry Fristad, Terry and Sherry Parks,
Peter Lundberg, Peggy Owsley, Al and Candy Stiers, Jane
Allen, Lori VanDusseldorp, Louise, and Lloyd DeLoe.

The August 3, 2004 Salem HOG Board Meeting was called to
order at 7:00pm by Salem HOG Director, Kay Fristad.

Camp-in previously scheduled for August 7-8th postponed until
further notice.

Salem Elks Emblem Club will be having a Box Social on 8/22
with some of the boxes to hold in addition to the lunch a slip
for a ride on a Harley.  Board agreed to present this at the
Chapter meeting to see if there is interest and riders who will
make themselves available.

Johnny Z’s Catch Me if You Can Mystery Tour to be held
September 26th. John has requested $250 for door prizes and
pizza and is opening it up to all national hog members instead
of just our chapter.  Salem Hog members would receive a ticket
entitling them to a discount on the food. Ride will end at the
Marquam Inn with a bike show and food. Board members
agreed to the expenditures.

Article for the newsletter on the “Shoot” held July 18th to be
done jointly by Terry Fristad and Terry Parks as the Park’s are
off to Sturgis.

Lori asked for pictures to be taken at upcoming events ie.,
Homer Davenport Days, Weds - 8/5 Hog City Days to be held
at Magoo’s, Doc and Judy’s camp out on 8/7-8/8 and the Rose
City Poker Run.

Information has been supplied to the Board about a new weekly
event that is being started by Steve Easy at the Turner Inn in
Turner. Hopes to make it similar to Wanker’s Wednesday
night’s taco cruise-in.

Jane Allen gave Kay 6-7 pages of summer activities to be
mentioned at the regular chapter meeting on 8/10 and also to
be sent to the egroup and the Salem Hog website.  She will also
be reviving the :Ovary Overnighter” tentative schedule is the
weekend of 9/25 with a destination of Hood River.

Louise Schuening will be hosting the Shaniko Ride with a
tentative date of 10/2-10/3 weekend.

Christmas Parade and float discussed briefly. Kay unable to
contact the normal group to get the application.  Theme this
year is Crystal Fantasy.

Christmas Party has been set but date unknown.

Meeting adjourned at 8pm.

Respectively Submitted,
Peggy Owsley

SHANIKO OVERNIGHTER-OCT. 2-3, 2004    
 
Take a leisurely ride to the Central Oregon ghost town of
Shaniko for Salem HOG’s annual trek. Have fun exploring this
once-bustling “wool capitol of the world.” Enjoy the charm of
the old Shaniko Hotel with your fellow HOGS. We set up in the
lobby of the hotel after dinner and enjoy hors d’oeuvres, drinks
and Pictionary (or whatever else suits your fancy,)
 
Rooms are being held as follows: $61 for two people; $51 for
one person. Some rooms have one, two or three beds in
them. For reservations, call  541-489-3441 and ask for Cherry
for special Salem HOG rates. If you don’t the rates will be $76/
$66 for you. First-some, first-serve. We have until 9-15-04  to
book rooms; after that they will become available to the general
public.
 
Leave Walker’s at 10am. Dinner will be around 5:30/6:00pm
Saturday night as the restaurant closes at 8pm.   Bring your
own drinks, yucca fixin’s, snacks to share, boom box, cd’s, etc. 
Anyone willing to drive their car to haul coolers & food? 
Questions? Call Louise at 503-585-5114. For more information
on Shaniko, visit www.shaniko.com.
 
 
 
OFFERING HEARTFELT SYMPATHY  
 
It is with great sadness that we learn of the death of Louise
Weitemeyer, mother of Salem HOG member, Patrick
Weitemeyer.  Patrick and Louise were involved in a slow-speed
M/C accident June 4th in Kamloops, B.C., Canada, on their
way to a poker run. Patrick sustained multiple injuries but in
rapidly improving. Sadly, Louise ‘s neck was broken and she
immediately lost all function below her neck. She made a most
difficult and heroic decision not to continue on life support and
died  July 30. Patrick and Louise were lifelong traveling
companions who logged hundred of thousands of miles on
several Harleys while riding across Canada and the US.  Salem
HOG extends it’s sympathy and prayers to the Weitemeyer
family.  More infomration can be found at http://
www.hogbc.com/patrickscorner/index.htm. Clicking on EACH
photo provides a gallery of photos.
 
 
 
HALLOWEEN PARTY
 
Mark your calendars for Louise’s famous Halloween Party,
Saturday, October 23rd at her house.  DJ, Karaoke, Prime Rib,
Raffle prizes, Casino Games and Lots of Fun!  Don’t miss
out!!!
 
 



Check out our web site for a color

copy of the HOG Corral News
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HOG Days of

Summer

Magoo’s of Salem hosted a invite to Salem
HOG’s to join them on a HOG Days of
Summer Party.  Anyone showing up on a
bike got their first drink FREE and FREE
hot dogs.  Great people, great time and they
want us to do a Friday Niter there.  Keep an
eye out for that one.
                                Terry

Happy Birthday, what a
party!


